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Howard Sankey's treatment of induction builds on episte-
mological naturalism and scientific realism, treating the
former in an essentialist way, in agreement with Brian Ellis
I am all in favour of the way the gap between philosophy
and sQence has been reduced in recent decades Our scien-
tific understanding of nature should certainly be employed
wherever it bears on philosophical issues, which it does
much more often than more traditional philosophy has al-
lowed In particular, we should not hesitate to make use of
what we know of the processes of perception and thought
in an account of the way we form and evaluate beliefs
about the world Our naturalistic knowledge should inform
our epistemology, however there is a question as to how far
this can go

We have standards by which we appraise scientific
theories, but without grounds for trust in our method of
appraisal we could have no reason to trust our theories as a
basis for justifying anythmg This by no means demes that
natural knowledge can contribute to the rational appraisal
of many specific beliefs, but it does show that to hold that
ali epistemological justification rests on natural knowledge
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would be circular Sankey in his secnon 2 acknowledges the
cacularay of justifying induction by appeal to the uni-
formity of nature while accepting that we know about the
umformity of nature empincally, however he claims that a
scientific essentialist approach to laws avoids this circular-
ay He sums up his position in the last two paragraphs of
section 5 We are [1] rational to employ induction because
nature is in fact uniform, in that [ii] the fundamental kinds
of things which exist are natural kinds Em] Ali members of
a natural kmd share the same essennal propernes, so [iv]
when we inter that an unobserved object will have a prop-
erty, which observed objects of the same kind have, we will
be right

Sankey holds that caculanty in [1] is avoided when
umformay is interpreted via [n] and [m], and that these
two propositions establish [iv] But this is too fast In the
first place there is a question as to how the umformay of
nature in the sense inclicated can be established Leaving
this aside for the moment, we must also inquire whether
[iv] follows from [n] and [m] Certainly if property P is an
essennal property of a kind of object K , then assuredly as
yet unobserved instances of kind K will have P However
the fact that ali observed instances of kind K have property
P does not establish that it is an essennal property of that
kind A set of objects ali of the same kind may happen to
share some non-essential property which is absent from
other members of that kind A natural-kind theonst may
hold that a natural kind must have as elements only fun-
damental, that is completely simple, entales and that every
property of such an entay must be an essential property
But on this interpretation the kinds that we Identity em-
pincally will rarely be natural kinds, and when we assume
that an observed kmd is natural in this sense we may very
easily be wrong (Chemically pure substances may be taken
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to be natural kmds, but [a] the actual samples we deal with
are rarely pure, and [b] even a chemical element typically
has isotopes which differ in physical, if not chemical, prop-
ernes ) Other theonsts, such as Kornblith, allow that kinds
based on observed resemblance are often natural kinds He
holds that the observed similannes are caused by the essen-
nal propernes of the entales which resemble each other,
but that these entales will not all have exactly the same
essennal propernes Thus a property common to a finite set
of elements of a natural kind, in Kornblith's sense, may be
an accidental relative to that kind, and may not be present
in other elements of the same natural kmd

Whichever version of the natural-kind theory is
adopted, we must allow that the theory can not entali that
a property common to a finite set of entales which are das-
sified together on the basis of observable propernes will
also be possessed by any other individual that shares the
classifying propernes (If the theory did entail this, then the
many cases where careful inductions have been wrong
would refute the theory ) The theory can expiam any case
where an induction succeeds, but a hl-lite run of successes is
always compatible with subsequent failures It may be held
that the natural-kinds theory makes inductive condusions
probable 'The question remains, how probable ? Certainly
the theory shows that an induction may succeed, but we
do not need the theory to draw that conclusion To estab-
lish anything more about the probabihty of an inductive
prediction succeedmg than that rt is non-zero will require
some pnnaple In addition to the existence of natural
kmds (A W Burks, who postulated the umformity of na-
ture In offenng a justification, also recogmzed the need to
postulate a principie of limited vanety of possible propernes
([1977] p 633)) Even then we will also need some assump-
non about the distribution of prior probabilines over the
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set of alternative hypotheses in order to derive a value for
the probabilay of one of these hypotheses relative to a
given set of evidence Um-1g just the principies of uniform-
ity of nature and limited variability, suaably formulated,
we may show wahout evaluating probabilay that a will
increase with the accumulation of itens of evidence, and
some may see this as enough to justify induction Never-
theless a question will remam as to how these principies
may be established as true

Since Sankey allows that the justification he pro-
poses would be circular if our belief in the uniformay of
nature were inductively based, he must hold that [n] and
[m] can be known independently of induction To clarify
the issue here it is essential to distinguish epistemic from
ontic necessay, a distinction that has often been confused
in the lustory of philosophy We may believe, contra
Hume, that there are natural (or nomic) necessmes, and we
may agree with David Armstrong that we attribute such
necessities In drawing inductive condusions I, for one, en-
dorse both these proposaions However a is clear that
when we daim that a certain general statement expresses a
law of nature, or states what properties are essential to
some kind, we are not claiming that this is true a priori
The generalization is epistemically contingent and must be
supported by empirical evidence, even although a expresses
a clann about a necessity in nature

Perhaps the thesis that things fali into natural
kmds to which certam properties are essential can be
known to be true independently of any empirical evidence
This would sound strange commg from someone who es-
pouses a naturalistic epistemology, but some of what
Sankey says seems to suggest such a position In his answer
to objection two he indicates that the thesis is part of the
correct ontological picture, and suggests that at least some
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ontological assumpnons must be prior to any epistemologi-
cal speculations However Sankey here only seeks to pro-
tect his thesis from rebuttal, and does not offer a systematic
account of the grounding of basic ontology If some kind of
transcendentalist argument for the natural kind thesis is
formulated, then it must be judged in rts own right Mean-
while it seems to me that what Sankey says in answenng
ob jection one indicates a much more plausible and rather
different position that the existence of natural kinds is the
best explanation of the success of suence He urges that no
circulanty is involved here because the justification rests on
an inference to the best explanation, a form of argument
different to the enumerative induction that it is held to jus-
tify There are, however, two problems with this posinon
In the first place it implies that the inalai development of
science was a non-rational activity If the justffication of
induction depends on the natural kinds thesis, and the jus-
tffication of the latter requires as a premise the success of
science, then until science achieves a substannal degree of
success, the method by which rt proceeds lacks a ranonal
justffication A second difficulty is with the status of infer-
ences to the best explananon If induction is to be justffied
by using this mode of reasoning then as justffication, in
place of the justffication of induction, becomes the issue

Some who advocate a naturalistic epistemology
avoid a justffication of induction by holding that this
method simply is the way we appraise general claims, see
for instance Larry Laudan ([19871 pp 25-6) In a somewhat
similar way, Kornblith sees the pnmary task as explaining
the success of induction Sankey while seeing much ment
in Kornblith's approach, believes that a justffication is
needed I endorse this position To ciam that the use of
the inductive method is simply a fact of human behaviour
overlooks the fact that people ali too often use bad inclue-
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tive arguments If we can recognize that one ought not ac-
cept beliefs arnved at in such a way, surely a is because we
can recognize the way we ought to proceed We should aim
to expiam ali behaviour but justify only some And to hold
that the past rehability of induction grounds our expecta-
tion of continued reliabilay is to use induction, not justify
it

I agree that a justffication is needed, but see difficul-
ties with Sankey's approach Nevertheless I believe that the
thesis of natural kinds, or at least of natural necessay, plays
an important role here It is important to recognize two
ways that such a notion may be involved as a necessary or
as a contributing (or sufficient) condition for a justffication
Armstrong argued for the former position ([1983] pp 52 et

seq ) He insisted that we can only reasonably expect a pat-
tem to persist if we believe that what we have already de-
tected occurred according to a natural necessay So far I
agree, but, as I have indicated, saymg that such necessites
ground our inductive inferences raises problems as to how
we can know of these necessites Invoking some a priori,
perhaps transcendental, argument to just4 an ontology of
natural kinds seems to me quite unacceptable It is cer-
tainly contrary to the spint of a naturalistic epistemology,
and if such a justification is employed at ali, a would surely
be easier to use a directly to justify induction

I believe that we should proceed as follows allow
that using induction commits us to damas about natural
necessites, and justify making such inferences with these
implica commaments Without invoking knowledge that
there are such necessites, we may be able to show that it is
ratona' to presume them in thinking about the objective
world Let me expiam the notion of presumption that I am
employing here When we are not in a position to daim
knowledge of a proposition, a may be ratona' to act as tf a
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were true Troops deaning up a captured town do not
know whether or not there are snipers in a certain house,
but if they are wise they presume that there are, they act in
a way that would be appropriate if this were the case In
doing so they have everything to gain and very little to
loose Similarly, when we detect a pattern that persists
through ali contexts of kind K which we have observed,
there are two possibilities we must consider In dedding
how to proceed The pattern may be due to a necessity, in
which case inductive predicting will succeed Alternatively
the past pattern may have been a mere coincidence, due to
no natural necessity If this should be the case, any expec-
tation about what will happen in other K-contexts will
only be correct by great good luck, and we cannot rea-
sonably expect the pattern to persist (Actually the above
dichotomy is a serious oversimplification, for there is a
third possibility that the pattern is due to a tendency
which makes such a pattern probable in K-contexts So-
phisticated induction handles such cases by inferences to
probabilistic laws, and thence to probable predictions 'The
correct dichotomy is between an observed pattern being
due to a tendency--the strongest of which are necessaies--
or, on the other hand, being a mere coincidence )

There are two objective possibilities and we do not
know which is the case However we do know that if one of
these is the case induction will work (or, if a should be a
tendency rather than a necessity, will work in the long
run), if the other should be the case there would be no ra-
tional way of selecting one of the many possible predic-
tions Since we certainly do want to predict, a is method-
ologically rational to presume that the pattern we have de-
tected is due to a natural necessity (or tendency) To do so
exploits a possibility If our presumption should be correct,
our predictions will succeed for the most part, if incorrect,
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anythmg might happen Given the latter possibilay any
prediction would only be a guess, and a would be irra:nona"
to expect an unguided guess to succeed (lhe argument, of
course needs elaboration I have tned to do this elsewhere,
especially Clendinnen [1996] )

I do not see that adopting a pohcy which is rational
for predicting commits us to instrumentalism Our goal of
having behefs which are pracncally efficacious is not incon-
sistent with seeking to represent the objective world as well
as we can Indeed in so far as we have reason to beheve
that a certain system will function better than any other
predicting, it can be argued that we thereby have reason to
take that system as the best representation of realay

lhe presumption which lies behind induction is, I
beheve, both stronger and weaker than Sankey suggests
We presume not only that there are umformaies in nature,
but that the patterns we detect are instances of such
formines We then have enough to get induction gomg
wahout additional presumpnons concerning the degree of
vanabilay, or the prior probabilay of alternanve hypothe-
ses However what we get from the crude inferences, sus-
tained by no more than the bare rationality of induction,
by no means certain It leads us to behefs which are falhble
but for which we have some warrant As our policy of us-
ing induction persists we come to mtegrate the generaliza-
tions we accept into a system of wider and wider scope
which covers more and more known facts Thus we acquire
more and more grounds for confidence in our body of be-
hefs This can be expressed in probabilistic concepts by
saymg that a system of theory gives a basis for assigning
prior probabilmes to hypotheses Then as evidence accu-
mulates the resultant posterior probabilmes of many hy-
potheses can become quite high
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As scien.ce has become Integrated and unified
this way, a strong case has emerged for Ellis's view of natu-
ral kinds It seems that there are a stnctly iimited number
of fundamental kinds of entales, that a small number of
properties are essential to ali members of each kind, and
the character of observable objects can be explained by
their being structured out of fundamental components So
a seems to me that interpreting the uniformity of nature
via this ontology rests on a substannal body of theoretical
development, and that this development depends on a
prior, less sophisticated form of inductive reasoning Never-
theless I agree that even in its most primitive form, induc-
tion involves the attributing of natural necessities We are
initiaiiy justified in presuming such necessines, but that
they are due to natural kinds of fundamental entales only
emerges after the development of sophisticated theones
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